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Chapter 1686 

Kenneth laughed so loudly that his stomach hurt when he saw the facial expressions on their faces. 

 

He then said, “If we haven’t broken through into the ultimate god level, we would definitely jump in 

excitement when we hear this incredibly good news of yours. However, you guys have no idea that 

several of our people here have broken through into the First -grade ultimate god level and we have 

gotten hold of a martial art technique. That is why we did not react so excitedly!” 

 

“How’s that possible?!” This time, Titus and Yolanda opened their mouths widely as they were the ones 

who were surprised. 

 

Kenneth was satisfied with the surprised look on their faces and spoke to these two with a smile. “I am 

the one with a piece of exciting news to tell the both of you. You guys will be extremely excited when 

you learn about it!” 

 

“Really? There’s even surprising news compared to how several of our people from the White family 

have broken through into the ultimate god level?” Yolanda and Titus exchanged glances as they 

suspected they were dreaming. 

 

“Young Master jackie is already a third-grade alchemist and he’s capable of cultivating third-grade 

elementary pills now!” Under the extremely expectant eyes of those two, Kenneth purposely smiled 

mysteriously before telling them about the situation. 

 “Hiss!” After they heard this, Yolanda, Titus, and the others inhaled deeply as the expression on their 

faces differs. 

 

After some time, Titus pinched himself on his thigh and discovered that it really hurt. Only then did he 

ask Kenneth, “First Elder, you…you aren’t joking, are you? Young Master jackie can even cultivate third 



grade elementary pills? If that’s the case, would we be able to use third-grade elementary pills in the 

future?” 

 

Kenneth coughed twice and said in a pretentious way, “According to usual reasoning, that is the case. 

However, all of this depends on how happy Young Master jackie is. After all, you would only have the 

opportunity if he’s willing to give it to you. If he isn’t, how would you have the chance to train with such 

high-grade precious items like the third-grade elementary pills?” 

Titus immediately smiled embarrassingly and said, “Haha, that is true! After all, it’s not easy to cultivate 

a third-grade elementary pill!” 

 

jackie also felt happy when he saw how those two old men were enjoying their conversations. He smiled 

at Titus. “Butler Titus, you just need to focus on training. Don’t worry, after my success rate has 

increased in cultivating this pill, it wouldn’t be an issue to give you one or two of them.” 

 

jackie paused here before he continued speaking, “However, it’s best if you search for the ingredients 

needed to cultivate such pills!” 

 

“Sure, this is good… This is good! It would work even if it was three groups of ingredients in exchange for 

a pill!” Titus’s eyes lit up after he heard this. Although it was tiring to search for ingredients, training 

with spirited grass and third-grade pills were two different things. If this was another alchemist, they 

might not be willing to exchange pills at all, even if an abundance of ingredients was provided. 

 

“Butler Titus, this doesn’t sound right. jackie cultivated several groups of ingredients last night and only 

succeeded once. If you want him to give you one pill with every three groups of ingredients, wouldn’t 

Young Master jackie suffer a huge loss by then?” On the other hand, Kenneth had a darkened expression 

on his face. He directly stretched out his hand and said to Titus, “You need to prepare five sets of 

ingredients. In that case, Young Master jackie might be able to earn some ingredients for other pills!” 

“Sure, five sets wouldn’t be an issue either!” 
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Titus nodded in succession and agreed to it as he was afraid that jackie would refuse to help him 

cultivate pills if he was slow in making his promise. 



 

jackie smiled when he saw how the two of them acted. “Don’t worry. Just give me the materials you find 

in the future. My success rate should also increase over time. Hmmm… Members of the White family 

only need to provide me with three sets of materials. I will work hard to cultivate a pill for you guys. As 

for our friendly forces, if they can provide materials, give me five sets of ingredients and I will strive to 

cultivate a pill!” 

 

“Young Master jackie, you mean to say that you would give us one pill made out of that particular 

materials as long as we give you five sets of such materials?” Alejandro was originally envious of the 

White family in his heart. He was so excited that his pupils widened when he heard what jackie said. 

 

After all, it was a third-grade elementary pill. 

 

“Haha, that wouldn’t be an issue!” jackie laughed out loudly. 

 

He understood clearly that he would definitely be tired if he did this. However, he would not be out of 

materials if he needed to cultivate pills in this case. Somebody would help him look for materials to 

cultivate pills and he could also save more time. 

 

 

The time he saved could be used to cultivate pills continuously and after increasing his success rate of 

cultivation, he could start to try cultivating pills of higher level. 

 

This was the only way for him to try cultivating fourth -grade pills within a shorter period of time. 

 

“This is great! Brother jackie, just tell us what materials you need when you plan to cultivate any pills. In 

this case, our people will pay special attention when they go out searching for spirited grass and other 

materials!” One of the middle-aged men from the Cabello family also said with a smile. 

 

Not only were those in the intermediate stage of the true god level like him excited, but those in the 

demi god realm were also excited. 



 

This was because the third-grade elementary pills were important treasures. If they managed to 

exchange a pill from jackie, they could keep it for the future even if they could not immediately use it. If 

that did not work, they could still exchange it with others for some second-grade pills that were suitable 

for them to train with. That was also a good way to use the pill. 

 

“Haha… Alright! I shall write down the materials of the third-grade elementary pill I’m cultivating now 

and two other types of third-grade intermediate pills for you guys to take a look at. You can help search 

for the materials!” jackie laughed happily and everybody there was filled with passion and excitement. 

 

In the afternoon, jackie and others continued to search for precious items. In the evening, he continued 

to cultivate the third-grade elementary pill as he wanted to increase his success rate. 

 

However, jackie was quite satisfied this time. He cultivated five sets of materials continuously and he. 

Succeeded twice, obtaining two third-grade elementary pills. 

 

It had to be understood that such a success rate was not achievable by average alchemists. It could only 

be achieved by repeatedly cultivating one type of pill multiple times. Therefore, jackie was quite 

satisfied that he was able to have such improvement in such a short period of time. 

 

Not long after jackie and the others set off, they discovered a type of spirited grass. However, there was 

a monster beast, a two-headed blood-red python, with the fighting prowess comparable to human’s 

second-grade ultimate god level next to this third-classd intermediate spirited grass. 
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jackie and the others had never seen the two-headed blood-red pythons in the real world, but these 

creatures were mentioned in the book before. 

 

If one were to meet a monster like this outside this place, its existence was equivalent to legendary. It 

was a monster in the ultimate god realm, after all. It frightens one just thinking about it. 

 



Here, the two-headed blood-red python was guarding the area around the third-grade intermediate 

spirited grass. Its entire body was red in color, and it appears especially eye-catching when one looked 

at it. 

 

“That thing has a big body. The slight resonance from its body means that it’s definitely a monster in the 

second-grade ultimate god realm. A monster like that is probably as good as a third-grade ultimate god 

level! It’s so frightening!” 

 

Alejandro studied the huge red python from a distance and told jackie in the end, “Young Master jackie, 

there’s plenty of spirited grass in the forest, so I think we should just give up on this patch. Let’s go look 

for it somewhere else. It’ll be a lot easier. This monster is too strong and dangerous!” 

 

“I’d probably give up if it were some other spirited grass. But I definitely will not on this path!” 

 

jackie looked at the patch of spirited grass from afar, passion blazing in his eyes. “That patch of spirited 

grass is not just any third-grade intermediate spirited grass. It just so happens to be the main ingredient 

in a type of third-grade intermediate pill that I know. Besides, these spirited grass are hard to come by in 

the first place. It won’t be easy for us to find another once we miss out on this one. Furthermore, there’s 

less spirited grass that’s guarded by monsters, and most of them are not high in grade. Spirited grasses 

like these are more likely to be guarded by a monster!”. 

 

Alejandro could not help but nod when he heard this. “So that’s the case. Then let us of the ultimate god 

status attack it together. The rest can stay behind. It’d be too dangerous for them if they come along!” 

 

Yet he did not expect jackie to give a wan smile. “It’s fine if I go by myself. It’ll be pretty dangerous for all 

of you to go too. Ever since I broke into the first grade ultimate god realm, I have yet to put my fighting 

power to the test. It works out great that I can use this monster to test it out!” 

 

“Then you have to be careful. This thing has two heads, not just one after all. So it’s different from the 

usual serpentine monsters!” 

 



Nash on the side nodded his head and warned jackie. 

 

“Don’t worry. It won’t be a problem!” 

 

jackie smiled and got ready to rush forward. 

 

Whoosh! 

 

Yet at this moment, a purple silhouette flew out from another side, heading straight toward the 

monster. 

 

jackie, who had been just about to fly out, could not help but frown. “No way. There’s actually someone 

who dares to head in?”. 

 

“Who’s that?” 

 

Daniella who was next to him also frowned.” Everybody came to this place at the same time. We 

weren’t even here for ten days. Don’t tell me that they‘ve already broken into the second-grade 

ultimate god realm? Or even the third grade? Why would they dare to fly in otherwise?” 

 

“No way. We were all lucky enough to break into the first-grade ultimate god realm. Even if the people 

who had come in with us had broken into the first grade ultimate god status, they would only be able to 

stabilize their power now. There’s no way that they’d be able to break into the second-grade ultimate 

god realm, right?” 

 

Alejandro nodded his head and spoke as he watched the silhouette. “Besides, judging from their form, it 

looks like a young lady at the peak of True God Realm that we’ve never seen before. Is that right?”. 

 



“That person should be a second-grade ultimate god fighter. I’ve already sensed the resonance coming 

from her body!” 

 

jackie carefully used his mental strength to sense the person’s resonance before declaring confidently. 
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“No way. Young Master jackie, you can sense that resonance even from such a distance? Your mental 

strength is too strong!” 

 

A young man from the Cabello family could not help but exclaim. 

 

“Of course. He’s already a third-grade alchemist, and his mental strength is immense. Can someone of 

our cultivation level ever make such an observation?” 

 

Another young man looked at jackie in admiration from the side. 

 

“Second-grade ultimate god realm? Never mind. Since the spirited grass is so important, this is a chance 

for us. They are only at the second-grade ultimate god realm. They might not be a match for the 

monster. You find a chance to snatch the spirited grass. At any rate, that person is definitely not a White 

family member or a Cabello family member!” 

 

After Alejandro thought about it, he gave the suggestion to jackie from the side. 

 

Nash went silent for a while before saying, “It should be someone from the Supreme Clarity Sect, right? 

After all, nine out of ten disciples there are women. But I remember that there’s no one who wears such 

a purple dress among the elders in the Supreme Clarity Sect.” 

 

“That’s not for certain. There are more than a dozen people from the Supreme Clarity Sect who are at 

the peak of True God Realm. Besides, there’s probably quite a few of them who’ve already made a 



breakthrough within these few days after coming in,” Yolanda said. “Never mind those people-simply 

among ten of those people, there should be one who’s already broken into the ultimate god status. But 

to break into the secondgrade status, isn’t that a little too fast? As for the purple dress… They’re already 

here for so long, they probably changed their clothes. Isn’t that normal?” 

 

“Let’s take a look first before saying anything!” 

 

jackie also could not ascertain who the person was. Firstly, the distance was a little too big; secondly, 

the person’s back was against them the whole time. All they could see was her purple dress as well as 

dark shoulder-length hair. 

 

Roar! 

 

At that moment, the young woman was already not too far away from the two-headed blood-red 

python. Once the giant python noticed her presence, it emitted a furious roar and unfurled its long 

body, lifting itself and glaring at the girl clad in purple before it. 

 

“If you know what’s good for you, creature, you’d better move aside. If not, I will kill you!” 

 

The young woman emitted a light huff and flipped her palm. An ultimategrade spiritual sword appeared 

in her hand. 

 

Roar! 

 

Yet why would the two-headed blood – red python leave? It emitted another ferocious roar, and a 

fireball was actually spat out of one of its mouths. The resonance from the fireball was extremely 

powerful, and it was made out of Chi, radiating a fiery temperature. 

 

“Hmph!” 



 

The girl emitted a low harrumph and quickly channel her Chi into her sword. The sword trembled and 

released a light hum, suddenly turning a lot bigger. 

 

Whoosh! 

 

The girl slashed her sword forward when she saw that the fireball was right in between them. Suddenly, 

a frightening sword aura flew out, carrying with it, an uncompromisable aura. It was extremely fast. 

 

“Who’s that girl? Her attack isn’t weak at all!” 

 

jackie could not help but frown when he saw this. He did not remember there being such a powerful 

young woman in the Supreme Clarity Sect. Most of their elders were in their forties or fifties. There were 

even a few women in their sixties and seventies. There were only two to three younger people, but 

jackie had truly never seen this silhouette before. 
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Just as jackie spewed those words out, the purple-clad girl’s attack slammed straight toward the fireball. 

 

Bang! 

 

A huge explosion rang out. The girl’s sword aura cut straight through the giant fireball. After the fireball 

exploded, it was completely destroyed. Meanwhile, there were still remnants of the long sword aura; it 

rushed forward and fell upon the huge two-headed blood-red python. 

 

Roar! 

 



The giant python released a furious roar, turning even more feral and violent. Meanwhile, the girl’s 

attack had left a wound that was more than twenty centimeters long on the monster’s body, and fresh 

blood was gushing out of it. 

 

The wound was hardly a small one but it was nothing to the giant two-headed blood-red python. 

Instead, this agitated it even more. 

 

Its two huge jaws released another furious roar. At the same time, they spat fireballs that were as big as 

basketballs toward the girl from two. Separate sides. 

 

The purple-clad girl evidently did not dare to make a mistake when facing an attack like this. She quickly 

gathered her Chi in her sword and swung it forward. A shield made out of Chi actually appeared quickly 

before her, shielding her like a screen. 

 

Boom! 

 

In a flash, the two giant fireballs landed on the giant screen. The screen rippled continuously, but it 

stopped the two-headed blood-red python’s attack. Then the screen moved forward, and the girl inched 

closer to the giant python, staying close to the screen. 

 

“This girl is really strong. She’s a second-grade ultimate god realm warrior, and the monster is also at the 

second-grade ultimate grade status. Usually, human fighters find it difficult to take on monsters that are 

at the same cultivation level. It’d be very difficult to fight them if two or three people do not band 

together. Yet this girl is evidently far stronger!” 

 

After watching the battle for a few minutes, Nash spoke to jackie with some worry in his voice, “jackie, I 

think you shouldn’t simply make a move. This girl is very powerful. You’d offend her greatly if you snatch 

away the spirited grass she’s aiming for.” 

 

“Don’t worry, Dad. I will make a move when the opportunity comes!” 

 



jackie smiled. He was well aware that Nash was afraid he was no match for the girl. 

 

Boom! 

 

The girl’s screen landed straight on one of the heads of the two-headed blood-red python, smacking so 

hard into it that it fell onto the ground. Meanwhile, she flashed forward and went straight for the 

spirited grass. 

 

Yet at this moment, the two-headed blood-red python took the opportunity to whip itself as though it 

were a giant length of rope, lashing quickly toward the purple-clad girl.” 

 

“Jeez. This creature is hard to handle!” 

 

The girl evidently did not want to fight such a powerful monster and wanted to quickly grab the spirited 

grass and leave. She did not expect the giant python to attack again. 

 

She could do nothing but stop right in her tracks and hurriedly open another Chi-screen before her. The 

giant screen rushed toward the monster as soon as it appeared. 

 

Bang! 

 

Another explosion rang out. This time, the screen was actually shattered by the huge tail. The python’s 

tail also bounced back from the momentum. 

 

However, the giant python’s two heads extended their jaws and rushed toward her again. 

 

Whoosh! 

 



The purple-clad girl could only retreat when she saw this, temporarily dodging the giant python’s attack. 

 

Roar! 

 

Yet the speed of the giant python’s attack had increased immensely. As it rushed forward again, one of 

its heads slammed against the young woman. 

 

Wham! 

 

A dull thud rang out, and the purple clad was smacked aside, blood spraying from her mouth. “Die!” 


